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• A futurist will use avant-garde forms and structures of literature and art to imagine and 

document the coming acceleration in Africa and beyond - through the ragged decades 
of mid-century to the dawn of interstellar travel. 
!
• A futurist will exhibit a sense of urgency: futurism will explore its potential in a time of 

species survival. In addition to existential risks posed by artificial intelligence, self-
replicating nanobots, biological and nuclear weapons, the particular risk to Africa is 
unmet expectations. In 1984, the year of the Ethiopian famine and Band Aid, the 
population of Africa was 490 million. In 2034, it will be 1.8 billion. Most of these new 
Africans will live in cities that have not yet been built. Many will not find a salaried job. 
Their migration to the European Union and other industrial countries will be lethally 
restricted. Climate change and overuse of land may lead to periodic spikes in food 
prices. In this context, a rise in radical political and religious movements is likely, and an 
increase in atrocities carried out by such groups (or against them) is to be expected. 
!
• A futurist will look to the past as well as the future. The hominid line in Africa extends 

back 3.2 million years. Our perception of light and dark, sun, sky, soil, roots of plants, 
fire, blood, terrors, adventure, the feeling of the weight of our limbs standing upright, the 
control of our tongues, song, arousal, all of this grew within us in Africa. Our 
mitochondrial DNA appears to coalesce on a single woman who lived on the African 
savannah 150,000 years ago. Our Y-chromosone survives from a man who lived in the 
Rift Valley of Kenya or Tanzania 59,000 years ago. Freud only scratched the surface: 
Africa is central to us and to the future of our species. 
!
• A futurist will celebrate terrestrial as well as extraterrestrial life. The success of our 

species has resulted in the collapse of other species on Earth. Megafauna including 
rhinos, elephants and lions could be poached out of existence in Africa. Still more likely 
will be an increase in the extinction rate of grasses, plants, insects and microbial life - 
the biodiversity on which Africa's prosperity in future millennia depends. By speaking for 
the beings that live alongside us, here and now, futurists will have more to say about life 
in other galaxies and, in particular, about the merging of man with machine that is likely 
to occur on soon-to-be-established unregulated private space colonies. 



• A futurist will look to low tech and hi tech, not so much to the middle tech of air 
conditioners and cars. Before 2034, there will be breakthroughs in clean energy, 
advanced materials, and automation. New systems of transportation will also appear. 
For instance, since there will not be enough money to build out roads, some cargo will 
be pushed Into the sky and moved around by cargo robots called donkeys. By flying 
heavy loads precisely, safely, and with a high degree of repetition, donkeys will grow 
the economy and enable e-commerce. Africa will need its informal manufacturing 
sector to build these donkeys and other machines — innovators just like the Victorian 
engineers celebrated in Steampunk literature. A futurist is for a donkey on the ground 
and a donkey in the sky. 
!
• A futurist will above all be interested in depicting and influencing the virtual worlds we 

will come to inhabit. In 2034, the understanding of time and space in Africa will be 
fundamentally different from our own. Much of life will mesh the virtual with the physical. 
Explorers will venture down cyber-tunnels into places we cannot perceive. Connectivity 
will be universal. The physical will become digital. There will be no handsets, no 
passwords; you will be your own identifier. There will be no coins. Instead, bracelets 
and rings will be loaded with digital value denominated to infinitesimal fractions, 
allowing for new patterns of economic activity. Just as the poorest Africans today have 
access to mobile phones, so in 2034 will they have Babel stickers on the mastoid bone 
for universal language translation, implants into the body and skull allowing access to 
machine learning, and smears on their neck and belly to enhance mental and sexual 
performance. 
!
• A futurist will work to reorder the way the world looks at itself. When computing power is 

cheap, human imagination will become more valuable. For example, a close encounter 
of the third kind (with aliens) in the bush at the edge of a town in South Sudan will look 
very different from a similar encounter in the highly militarised and industrialised United 
States. (A boy wandering with his brown and white cow happens upon a UFO 
manifested as a flying insect no larger than the boy's hand. The vessel hovers near a 
termite mound, just brushing the earth with its wingtips... the boy asks, do you have a 
cow…) 
!
• The main task of a futurist, then, is to imagine the virtual world before it is engineered 

and to place in that world a literature and an art that machine learning cannot ever 
construct: sagas and triptychs of love, transcendence, furies, birth and the passing 



away of bodies that comes with time. Of course, futurism has already happened over 
and over. In 1977, NASA launched Voyager I and Voyager II to explore the outer 
planets. Voyager I is now 19 billion kilometres away from Earth. It is the first manmade 
object to enter interstellar space. Even travelling at the speed of light it takes 15 hours 
for its transmissions to reach us. It is alone: the next star system it will enter is 40,000 
years away. It will outlast any part of our existing civilisation, any memory of cricket, 
beer and bicycles. Fastened to the spacecraft is a gold disc. Among sounds of Earth 
recorded on it is a greeting in Chewa language of central and southern Africa, which 
says: "How are you, people of other planets?" There were two audiences for the gold 
disc: extra-terrestrials, and us: and the question remains, what do we want the others 
to know about us? 
!
Some thoughts on technology In Africa - J.M. Ledgard 
!
What can mobile phones do for Africa? 
The collective computing power of so many mobile phones and tablets will inform 
decision makers to a new degree of accuracy. Satellite and other visualisation platforms 
will provide mapping accurate to a few centimetres. Mobile devices, together with 
wearable technology and the internet of things, will produce vast sets of data that can be 
crunched by machine learning programmes such as IBM Research's $100 million Project 
Lucy initiative. Right now, we don't even know the population of most African cities. Within 
a decade, we will know not just the population, but all of the inputs and outputs of water, 
food and waste. The other main thing mobiles will do is connect consumers to the 
market. E-commerce is desperate to happen in Africa. 
!
What technologies are you most excited by in Africa? 
Well, obviously I am pushing hard to get heavy cargo robots up in the lower sky. I think 
that's an inevitable industry and one that could have big possibilities for Africa. This is 
especially true when it is combined with existing warehouse and inventory technologies. 
We will see a massive growth in large solar arrays feeding clean energy into the grid and 
microsolar projects that power up one village at a time. The Square Kilometre Array 
(SKA) astronomy project in South Africa's Kalahari desert will massively advance 
computing in Africa. The computing architecture needed to map the early universe will be 
the among most advanced on the planet. The SKA will produce more data than the rest 
of the planet produces combined. And that's happening here in Africa. I think we will see 
private space initiatives firing off rockets from Africa. Within a decade we will have the first 



private launches to private space colonies. We will see more automation in all walks of 
life. One example: robotic devices at African crime scenes. Police officers will be obliged 
to run a robot in a murder investigation to take detailed photos, gather chemical and DNA 
samples, and record witness statements. But the biggest possibilities are going to be in 
the informal sector. They will hack together new solutions on a range of advanced 
technologies. I fully expect car shops in Lagos today will be robot shops in a decade or 
so. 
!
Where are the centres of scientific excellence in Africa right now? 
South Africa is out of sight in terms of quality of research. The University of Cape Town, 
Witwatersrand University and the University of Stellenbosch are the gold standards for 
the continent. Morocco is doing well - there is a lot of interesting work going on there In 
computing and energy systems. There are some impressive outliers In engineering like 
the 2ie school in Burkina-Faso. I fully expect some universities In Kenya, Nigeria, and 
Ghana to excel and establish innovation parks. Free access through online learning 
(MOOCs) to the best science and engineering courses in the world will be an accelerator. 
Mostly, where you have so many young people connected to each other and to planetary 
knowledge and needing and wanting to make the most out of their lives and their learning 
we can be sure that Africa will be one of the most innovative and resilient bits of the world 
In the next decades. Still, the knowledge gap with industrial countries is enormous. In 
2012, the whole of Africa produced less than 500 patents against 40,000 patents 
produced in Japan. !
J.M. Ledgard's second novel Submergence was a New York Times Book of 2013. He is 
director of the future Africa initiative at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology and a 
longtime Africa correspondent of The Economist. His goal is to build the world's first cargo 
drone route in Africa. !
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